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The present study specifies digital user’s reading competence via reading 

investigation in a rigorous analysis of contemporary social changes. The role played 

by customized learners’ dictionaries has been catching the attention of ESP 

instructors. Authentic texts selected for digital reading and customized dictionary as 

teaching and learning materials have competitive advantage. The authors give a 

model of developing digital user’s reading competence and prove its efficiency 

describing its technological unit. 
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1. Introduction 

There is a constant development of people’s lives caused by social changes that 

influence every single aspect of daily routine and especially communication. Several 

information revolutions together with technological advances changed our society 

beyond recognition [2] and they could not help affecting reading as one of 

communication skills. 

If in the past reading was associated only with the material printed on paper 

nowadays we have all sorts of electronic devices that make reading different. 

Electronic sources together with hypertext had a great impact on reading strategies 

and the whole set of activities needed for reading. There are psychological and 

linguistic changes in reading that make methodological and pedagogical science look 

different at how to teach it. 

We believe that new era of globalization, wide-spread computer technologies, 

constant information renewal and furthermore changes in educational paradigm mark 

a new necessity – digital user’s reading competence. 



While describing a new competence in a digital world we cannot but highlight 

an absolute necessity to teach it via modeling the educational environment focused in 

collaborative project work. The project considered to be efficient is a customized 

learners’ dictionary, which can bring significant contribution to reading skills 

important today. 

2. Reading competence of a digital user 

2.1. Definition, types and new reading characteristics 

According to the investigations made [4, 12] reading is an independent 

psycholinguistic communication skill that represents a unity of word recognition and 

comprehension becoming either a source of new information or a tool for teaching 

and assessing in the course of foreign language studies. 

As far as reading theory and practice are concerned a great deal has already been 

done in Russia and abroad. There are a number of influential researchers and 

educators who contributed to the studies of reading all over the world: K. Goodman 

[12] and W. Grabe [13] are among them. There is also a global organization 

“International Reading Association” that is supporting reading research and 

promoting literacy worldwide (http://www.reading.org). 

In Russian methodological tradition it was S.K. Folomkina who presented a 

classification of reading types assuming reading to study, exploratory reading, 

scanning and skimming [11]. T.S. Serova thoroughly investigated professionally 

oriented reading having classified it into scanning-reference, evaluating-informative, 

assuming-informative and composing-informative reading [9]. 

However having analyzed the research on reading we were not able to answer 

the question what to do with the problem of reading decline that is progressing in our 

society nowadays and how to teach a new generation of digital users . 

In our opinion to understand people’s attitude towards reading we need a 

thorough analysis of social changes that have been going on in our society recently, 

because it could help to define the role of reading and to make students use their 

reading potential more efficiently.  



Studying contemporary reading tendencies we take into consideration the 

following social changes of recent years: the transformation towards the information 

society, a shift of educational paradigm, quick spread of new information 

technologies, globalization and acceleration of a life speed. 

Nowadays information becomes the main unit of business, professional 

development and everyday life [2]. The negative effect of this transformation is 

represented as knowledge overflow in all aspects of people’s activities and besides 

what happens is called the phenomenon of data misrepresentation when sometimes it 

is really hard to trace the origin of false news and to say whether this or that material 

is consistent. Reading is affected by it directly because “clip” mentality leads to 

shallow understanding of the data around and lowering of reading depth. 

Paradigm change made the process of education different. Because of a fast 

information renewal it became impossible just to share accumulated knowledge and 

teach how and what an educator was taught by his or her tutors. Now it is necessary 

to show how one can cope with unexpected new data. And thus the role of reading 

cannot be overestimated. 

New information technologies changed the representation of the text and offered 

new devices associated with reading, which influence people’s attitude towards this 

process.  

Development of world information era is a complex, irreversible and 

controversial process; the result of how we could overcome the contradictions 

depends on the educational level and cultural progress [3, p. 34]. Nowadays when 

self-education and life-long learning skills are of a great importance, competence-

based approach has taken its fundamental positions [5] and the main aim of learning 

is the development of autonomous personality able to take decisions independently 

both uncommon and optimal in a huge stream of data, reading becomes a major 

activity of getting the information required. 

In our previous article [10] we argued some reading characteristics that can be 

traced nowadays. They are lack of psychological equivalence between traditional and 

new sources of reading as well as a certain research interest in theoretically new 



reading types that are connected with information society (in Russian papers such 

terms as “screen reading” and “informative reading in electronic environment” 

appear). Besides there are at least two pedagogically important factors which are 

disproportion of incoming information amount to the speed of its perception and the 

significance of the skills to extract and process data in the new knowledge society.   

2.2. The model of developing digital user’s reading competence 

To estimate students’ motivation to read and to learn what role reading sources 

play in their lives (reading from a computer screen, mobile phone, e-reader and 

listening to audio books) we provided the students of South Ural State University 

with a diagnostic survey.  

275 students of various years of study specializing in humanities, technical and 

economic sciences participated. The results showed that there are three levels of 

motivational component of readers’ competence: passive, reproductive and active. 

We also investigated that there is : 

1. a contradiction between predominance of technologically new sources of 

reading and psychologically traditional desire to read paper books; 

2. a necessity to motivate students to use sources of reading different from paper 

books, demonstrating their advantages in doing tasks more quickly and 

efficiently; 

3. an importance of teaching students to use new information technologies as 

sources of getting new knowledge.  

The analysis gives us reasons to emphasize the contradictions: 

 between the capacities of contemporary information environment and a real 

attention the education pays to it; 

 between the necessity to provide succession of reading and reading in 

computer environment and lack of it in the educational process; 

 between the necessity to elaborate new mentality of developing reading 

competence according to the requirements of the Bologna declaration and the 

commitment of many teachers and students to traditional methods of the 

teaching/learning process. 



To overcome these contradictions information society needs a new 

understanding of reading. In Russia some action has already been taken by creating a 

program of national support and development of reading [8]. But not everything is 

getting its due emphasis. We prove that reading in the computer environment is an 

individual aspect to be learnt. So, the result of everything described above should 

become a different, comprehensive understanding of reading competence – digital 

user’s reading competence. 

Reading competence is an integrative part of personality representing 

willingness and resource ability to use an adequate text surfing, reading and 

generating strategies. A competent reader should be able: firstly – to formulate 

reading purpose and to find an appropriate text, secondly – to demonstrate reading 

comprehension skills and thirdly – to generate a secondary text product required. 

A digital user’s reading competence becomes important while dealing with texts 

in a contemporary computer-mediated environment. That is why it implies taking into 

account: 

 the factor of resources (using the advantages of computer technologies to read, 

surfing the Internet effectively in order to find the material according to the 

reading purpose stated competently, considering various text types and others); 

 psychological factor (the abilities to use skills of different reading strategies 

appropriate to the reading purpose and to combine abrupt “clipping” perception 

with thoughtful reading of long informative texts). 

Taking into account these factors and study of reading papers [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 

10, 11] we present a model of developing digital user’s reading competence (fig. 1) 

that includes 4 stages: 1) reading literacy, 2) reading competence, 3) digital user’s 

reading competence, 4) mastering skills, each of them containing 4 units – 1) target, 

2) content, 3) technology, 4) evaluation and result. Below we are going to describe 

the main pedagogical technology that we use to implement the given model and how 

it helps to get through each stage efficiently to achieve a result of high level digital 

user’s reading competence. 



 

* for the notion of formal and functional literacy see [6] 

Fig. 1. Model of developing digital user’s reading competence 

3. Technological unit of the model 

3.1. Students we teach 

The idea of developing competence in reading is merely pedagogical and 

depends neither on the course nor on the students taught. But as any practically 

implemented thing it is directly connected with the definite situation we introduce it 

into. 

Right now we are teaching the students specializing in food technologies and 

foodservice. They start learning basic English and continue with English for special 



purposes (ESP). The main idea of this course’s results to the student is to be capable 

of using the language in his or her future career. One of the most important aspects 

here is the ability to get oneself involved in the stream of constantly changing 

information containing foreign special lexis. 

Meanwhile studying English our students are also taught some professional 

courses in their native language, in Russian: Common Principles of Treating Raw 

Materials, Introduction into the Special Studies, The History of Russian Cuisine, The 

History of Food Enterprise Development, The Basics of Functional Nutrition, 

Culinary Design and others. 

Summing up our experience we emphasize two major tendencies in the ESP 

course for the students specializing in the fields other than linguistics and language 

studies: 

1. multilevel knowledge of the English language (the variety from A1 to B2 of 

Common European Framework) makes it important to differentiate and 

individualize the teaching approach; 

2. special courses in the Russian language define students’ interests and skills. 

The first point shows the importance of developing digital user’s reading 

competence stage by stage starting with reading literacy to get the students ready to 

read special texts in the third term (the first term of the second year at the university). 

Here the four-staged model comes very convenient as on the whole the students 

attend English language course during 4 terms. 

The second point shows that the significant thing is teaching the students to read 

authentic texts. As they already have special subjects in Russian it becomes 

interesting for them to learn similar topics in English and only authentic material 

provides the students with up-to-date information about the field of study. 

3.2. Customized learners’ dictionary 

Analyzing the data described above it becomes well-based and extremely 

important to specifically arrange the educational process altering the individual and 

group work to develop students’ professional knowledge in the foreign language. A 



customized learners’ dictionary is considered to meet the above-mentioned 

requirements as a product of a collective students’ readership.  

There are two reasons to choose a dictionary as a result of students’ activity 

streamed into pedagogical and linguistic ones. 

The pedagogical purpose of making customized learners’ dictionary and its 

lexical entries is to demonstrate the skills of reading competence. To fulfill the task 

the student searches for the information both in foreign and native languages in the 

framework of given topic, selects the texts and achieves their comprehension, finds 

key word sets and makes an abstract on their basis.  

Linguistic theory suggests that key words are very important and in special texts 

functioning as noun groups they form a text concept [1]. So, when a student finds 

those key word sets his or her learner’s dictionary becomes a concept-based linguistic 

output and can represent the material that was read.  

To make customized learners’ dictionary an integral and most important part of 

students’ work we heuristically tested the following algorithm of educational 

activities: 

1. web surfing for the basic English language text and complementary Russian 

language texts of compared structure and content; 

2. extracting key noun groups from the basic text to make an abstract or summary 

(folding); 

3. making lexical entries for the extracted noun groups; 

4. writing an abstract or summary (unfolding). 

As far as modeling stages are concerned the technological procedure of 

customized learners’ dictionary making splits into 4 different stages to train skills in 

reading literacy, reading competence, digital user’s reading competence and to 

maintain and improve the outcome successively (fig. 1). The first stage deals with 

making a dictionary of key words extracted from the authentic text in the process of 

reading. The second one specifies two types of lexicographic output: a glossary and 

thesaurus both of which can be created on the basis of the material that was read by 

one student. At the stage of digital user’s reading competence students start working 



in collaboration and their activity strictly corresponds to the computer form given for 

presenting the dictionary. This is where the group work comes. The last stage is made 

to master the competence and is based on better understanding of the form and the 

content of common customized learners’ dictionary.  

Working in a group the students post their concept-based lexical entries in 

specially organized Internet environment and everyone reading the texts can use the 

information already published. 

Practically such educational task has a double effect. On the one hand, in the 

process of individual unassisted work the students develop the skill to find the 

required information in a huge flow of modern world data, learn to process it for 

future use and train various types of reading strategies. On the other hand, knowledge  

of terminology in their native language helps the students to reach a good quality of 

linguistic competence. In particular they succeed in creating a dictionary that can be 

supported and developed by next generations of students. 

4. Conclusions and future research 

The paper introduces the notion of digital user’s reading competence and 

presents a new educational model of its development. 

Linguistic output as a customized learners’ dictionary proved to provide students 

with knowledge of English for special purposes to help them mastering digital user’s 

reading competence because the students are good at computer technologies and read 

a lot in both languages native and foreign using different reading strategies. 

Further the authors’ ideas described in this paper are supposed to be practically 

developed, new hypotheses to be checked and scientifically verified to make this 

pedagogical strategy more consistent and detailed. 
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